
 

Nestled at the northern tip of Sabah is a hidden gem that will leave a lasting impression: Tommy’s Place in 

Kudat. Unlike many tourist destinations, Kudat has remained largely untouched, allowing its natural beauty 

to thrive. With a shared Sulu Sea between Kudat and Semporna, guests of Tommy’s Place can explore the 

diverse ecosystems and colorful coral reefs while snorkelling. Tommy’s Place offers 3D2N packages that 

include three meals: breakfast, seafood lunch, and exquisite seafood dinner (served with seafood). The resort 

faces the South China Sea, providing guests with a refreshing sea breeze and stunning views. Within 

walking distance lies the Tip of Borneo, where guests can witness the South China Sea on their left and the 

Sulu Sea on their right. The Tip of Borneo also provides a picturesque backdrop for both sunrise and sunset. 

The snorkelling experience at Kudat is an adventure like no other. Guests can stroll along the white sandy 

beaches of the South China Sea before heading out on a snorkelling excursion. The seabed boasts vibrant coral 

reefs and a variety of tropical fish, such as Nemo fish, rainbow fish, and flying fish. Guests may also encounter 

marine creatures such as blue starfish, sea cucumbers, and flower jellyfish.  After snorkelling, guests can 

venture to Light House Island, which is located in the Sulu Sea and boasts a nesting paradise for sea snakes 

and sea turtles. The island also has a small bat cave and a big reef stone that resembles a man watching his big 

toe from a certain viewpoint. As dusk approaches, guests can enjoy a spectacular sunset on the South China 

Sea beach, which is a world-class spot for posting of Instagram or Facebook. The fun doesn't end there, as 

guests can stargaze at the twinkling stardust from the Tip of Borneo and perhaps make a wish on a shooting 

star. 

At night, guests can explore the bioluminescence "Blue Tear" phenomenon on the beach, which is a romantic 

and unforgettable experience. During low tide, guests can also discover a variety of sea creatures, such as sand 

crabs, sea hares, starfish, crystal prawns, shells, and small octopuses. The soothing sound of the sea waves 

will lull guests to sleep at Tommy’s Place, providing a peaceful end to an unforgettable day. Tommy’s Place 

in Kudat is the perfect destination for those seeking a tranquil and awe-inspiring escape. The memories of the 

crystal-clear blue sea, vibrant corals, and sparkling stardust will be treasured forever. 
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Kudat ~ Tommy’s Place 3D2N: 

Day 1 

13.00pm：Depart from KK City Hotel 

14.00pm：Pass by paddy fields and enjoy the scenery of Mt Kinabalu (subject to weather conditions) 

15.00pm：Take a taste on the “Charcoal BBQ Grilled Sweet Corn” which is Sweet & tasty to try, on rare 

occasion there is a “Giant Banana” you could try with a big mouth! 

16.00pm：Arrive at Tip of Borneo and Check in at “Tommy’s Place” 

17.30pm：Head towards Sunset Beach and take a leisurely walk along the beach or take photos with beach 

decor and facilities provided by Tommy's Place 

18.00pm：Ready your camera for sunset (subject to weather conditions) 

19.00pm：Enjoy an exquisite seafood dinner at Tommy's Place 

20.30pm：Night activity 1: Walk to the Tip of Borneo to stargaze the twinkle 

“Stardust & Comet” and make a lucky wish after being spotted shooting stars (Subject to weather conditions) 

22.00pm：Return to Tommy's Place for a good night's sleep. 

 

 

Day 2 

05.30am：Witness the first sunrise in the Sulu Sea! 

07.30am：Enjoy a morning breakfast at Tommy's Place 

09.00am：Get ready for snorkeling in the “Sulu Sea's Underwater Rainforest”, an experience you'll never 

forget as you witness the beauty of the seabed teeming with assorted marine species and vibrant-colored 

coral. Here, schools of reef fishes swim along the coral reefs, making it a wellknown part of the "Coral 

Golden Triangle" in the world (subject to weather conditions) 

10.30am：Return to Tommy’s Place and free leisure 

12.00pm：Enjoy seafood lunch at Tommy's Place 

14.00pm：Free Leisure: enjoy beach amenities or pay optional activity like Stand Up Paddle or Discovery 

Scuba Diving. 

17.30pm：Head towards Sunset Beach and take a leisurely walk along the beach or take photos with beach 

decor and facilities provided by Tommy's Place 

18.00pm：Ready your camera for sunset (subject to weather conditions) 

19.00pm：Enjoy an exquisite seafood dinner at Tommy's Place 

20.30pm：Night activity 2: Explore the bioluminescence “Blue Tears” along the beach, and and catch crabs 

if you're lucky! (Subject to weather conditions) 

21.30pm：Night activity 3: “Treasure-Seek Underwater Sea Creatures”, one might close encounters with 

small Nemo fish, starfish, beach crabs, sea cucumbers, sea hares, etc stranded in low tide seabed (Subject to 

weather conditions) 

22.00pm：Return to Tommy's Place for a good night's sleep. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Day 3 

05.30am：Witness the first sunrise in the Sulu Sea! 

07.30am：Enjoy a morning breakfast at Tommy's Place 

09.00am：Land on “Lighthouse Island” after snorkeling. This island's beach is unusual as it moves 

throughout the year, given its environment full of coral sands suitable for sea snakes and sea turtles to build 

their nests. Take a momentous photo with the remarkable "Giant Reef Stone" (Subject to weather 

conditions) 

10.30am：Return to Tommy’s Place and free leisure 

12.00pm：After checking out the room, please enjoy a seafood lunch 

13.00pm：Walk to the “Tip of Borneo” and enjoy the spectacular view of the two divided seas: the South 

China Sea on the right and the Sulu Sea on the left, all in one glance. Capture this magnificent photo for a 

good memory of your time in Kudat (subject to weather conditions) 

17.00pm：Return to KK city hotel and the tour is ended, leaving you with many good memories at 

Tommy's Place. 

***Please note that the itinerary is subject to change depending on weather and wave conditions. For your 

safety and the protection of marine creatures, please do not step on corals during snorkelling and avoid 

touching marine creatures unnecessarily. 

 

 

 


